
Case report
A 27-year-old, left-hand-dominant man with a long his-

tory of  avid bowling presented to the Orthopedic Surgery 
Clinic complaining of  pain, numbness, and a thumb mass. 
On physical examination, a small, tender, mobile mass was 
identified at the ulnar aspect of  the thumb at the level of  
the proximal phalanx. Steroid and anesthetic injection did 
not provide any relief. 

An MRI of  the thumb was performed. A fusiform mass 
was identified at the medial aspect of  the thumb (Fig. 1), 
measuring 1.2 x 1.2 x 2.3 cm, that demonstrated interme-
diate signal on T1-weighted images and very low signal on 
fat-saturated T2-weighted images. The mass was located in 
the expected region of  the ulnar digital nerve, and the 
nerve was enlarged. A differential diagnosis of  perineural 
fibrosis, giant-cell tumor of  the tendon sheath, and 
peripheral-nerve-sheath tumor was given at the time of  
image interpretation. 

The patient was taken to surgery because he did not re-
spond to conservative therapy after a clinical diagnosis of  
bowler’s thumb. At surgery, the ulnar digital nerve was 
markedly enlarged secondary to perineural fibrosis (Fig. 2). 

Definitive surgical therapy consisted of  neurolysis with 
careful removal of  perineural fibrotic tissue. The patient 
had an uneventful postoperative course and was able to 
eventually return to bowling. 

Discussion
Bowler’s thumb was first reported by Siegel in 1965 (1), 

and it is an uncommon disease given the popularity of  
bowling. This condition is a neuropathy induced by recur-
rent compression of  the ulnar digital nerve by the thumb-
hole of  a bowling ball in avid bowlers. Chronic excessive 
pressure on the digital nerve leads to perineural fibrosis, 
pain, and numbness (2-3). While this condition is usually 
related to chronic activity, traumatic injury of  the ulnar 
digital nerve from a single episode of  bowling has been 
described (4).

On presentation, patients with bowler’s thumb may 
complain of  hypesthesia, paresthesia, and numbness. A 
mass is detectable on clinical examination in almost all 
cases (2). The mass is usually mobile, and thickening of  the 
digital nerve may also be appreciated. A positive Tinel’s 
sign, callous formation, or skin atrophy may also be seen. 
Nerve conduction studies may be abnormal (5).

Very few reports of  the MRI appearance of  bowler’s 
thumb exist because it is a clinical diagnosis. It is no sur-
prise that this process shares MRI features with Morton 
neuroma. Both conditions are pathologically related to per-
ineural fibrosis rather than to true neuromas. The perineu-
ral fibrosis in both entities is low to intermediate in signal 
on T1- and T2-weighted images. In fact, the signal on T2-
weighted images is so low that the mass might not be iden-
tifiable on fat-suppressed imaging. Although intravenous 
gadolinium was not used in our case, avid enhancement is 
predicted. A recent study has suggested that MRI of  this 
condition is clinically useful; the authors feel that preopera-
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Bowler’s thumb is a rare perineural fibrosis involving the ulnar digital nerve of  the thumb. Affected pa-
tients present with pain, neuropathy, and mass lesion. The condition is caused by chronic repetitive im-
paction of  the ulnar soft tissues of  the thumb against the thumbhole of  a bowling ball. In our case, MRI 
showed decreased signal intensity on both T1- and T2-weighted images surrounding an enlarged ulnar 
digital nerve of  the thumb. The findings can be confused with giant-cell tumor of  the tendon sheath or 
peripheral-nerve-sheath tumor.
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Figure 1. 27-year-old man with bowler's thumb. A. Axial T1-weighted image of the thumb (TR=500, TE 12) at the level of the 
proximal phalanx shows an intermediate signal mass in the ulnar soft tissues (arrows). B. T1-weighted axial image through the 
thumb just distal to the mass shows an enlarged digital nerve (arrowhead) compared to the normal radial digital nerve (open 
arrow). C. The tubular configuration of the mass (arrows) can be seen on T1-weighted coronal image through the thumb. D. 
The mass (arrows) is very low in signal on fat-saturated FSE T2-weighted (TR=5500, TEeff=90) axial image.



tive distinction between nodular neuroma and epineural 
fibrosis forms of  the disease is important (6). 

A good clinical history and recognition of  enlargement of 
the digital nerve should permit accurate characterization of 
the perineural fibrosis of  bowler’s thumb. The differential 
diagnosis may include peripheral-nerve-sheath tumor and 
giant-cell tumor of  the tendon sheath. Peripheral-nerve-
sheath tumor of  a digital nerve is uncommon (7), and these 
lesions are characteristically higher in signal on T2-
weighted images than they are in the case of  perineural 
fibrosis. The masslike presentation and low T2 signal may 
cause confusion with giant-cell tumor of  the tendon sheath, 
but this process should not cause enlargement of  the digital 
nerve. 

Perineural fibrosis of  a digital nerve is not isolated to 
bowlers. It can be seen in any vocation or avocation that 
exposes the nerve to chronic repetitive pressure and has 
been described in cherry pickers (8), martial artists (9), and 
in association with orthopedic splints (8, 10). Treatment of  
bowler’s thumb is usually conservative. Nonoperative inter-
ventions such as avoidance of  bowling, beveled holes in the 
bowling ball, more distant placement of  the ball thumbhole 
(so that only the distal phalanx can enter the ball), and 
thumb guards have been used with success. Operative in-
terventions are reserved for individuals who fail conserva-
tive therapy. Neurolysis (2) and transposition of  the nerve 
(11) are surgical options. 
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Figure 2. 27-year-old man with bowler's thumb. A. Enlarged ulnar digital nerve (arrows) is surrounded by perineural fibrosis 
producing irregular rather than normal smooth contour. B. The nerve is smaller and has a smoother contour following 
neurolysis.
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